
  F R I D A Y  

Pre-Conference (Church Leaders and Seminary Students) - Groups are Homebase for 
Transformation. Jared will lead with consideration for church leaders to provide a path 
for true adult transformation in our unique local contexts. Justin will lead with high-
level application: How do Groups affect the disciple making strategy? Pick your model, 
pick your problem.

Session 1 - Groups, Jesus, and Me.
How are groups part of someone’s individual disciple making journey? Why groups 
matter: Justin and Jared will invite us into 2,000 years of Bible and history to show the 
clear impact of groups for the church then and today.

  S A T U R D A Y  

Group Leader Workshop (Lay Leaders) - The Roles of a Group Leader

Session 2 - Groups, Jesus, and Us.
How are groups part of our corporate disciple making efforts as a church? Justin and 
Jared will teach how the one another commands of scripture guard and guide our 
relationships in following Jesus together.



  B R E A K O U T S 

Breakout A: Groups and Hospitality - If you have eyes to see it, hospitality is the thing 
the New Testament points to as the working out of our faith. Justin will share and show 
how groups can best practice it to redeem time and relationships as we meet.

Breakout B: Groups and Spiritual Gifts - Every group is full of spiritually gifted people. 
Jared will share and show that a small group environment is the best place to discover, 
develop, and even deploy those gifts in the local church.

Breakout C: Groups and International Missions - We exist to make disciples. Discover 
how you can reach the nations as a group.

Breakout D: Groups and Complementarianism - God gifted the church with both men 
and women to make disciples. This breakout will unpack how men and women work 
together in groups to advance the mission.
 
Breakout E: Groups and Leadership Development - Developing and launching leaders 
is a significant part of disciplemaking. Whether you’re a leader or group member, this 
breakout will discuss how to identify, develop, and launch leaders in your group.

Breakout F: Groups and Conflict - This breakout will unpack how to navigate relational 
tension in a group setting. Whether it be group-wide or between two individuals, this 
breakout will discuss how to apply the Gospel in a way that brings unity and resolution.


